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THE RELATIVE ACCURACY OF CERTAIN iflttl
FOR SIEA3URING RELATIVE HUMIDITY

INTRODUCTION

'fine measurement of water vapor In the air rss one of

the first physical Icter ntn» tlons mt do by the et<rly Investi-

gators who developed metho Is of measurement, some of which

have been accepted as standard. These lethods, *lth certain

modifications, are still used In the determine tlon of

humidity. The results secured by these llfferent methods

are not always In agreement, and It was to Investigate some

of these disagreements that this research was becun.

PURPOSE OF THESIS

Tae purpose of this research was to investigate the

agreement between certain methods so*nmonly used In the

measurement of relative humidity.

HXOROJETRIC <4ETH0IjS NOW IN USE

The name humility Is .*lven to the Invisible water vapor

present In the air. It Is measured by Its pressure or by

Its mass per unit volume of air. The greatest mass of water

vapor which a unit volume of air can hold at a given temper-

ature Is <nown as saturation for that temperature. The



actual mass of '.tater vapor in a unit volume of sir in known

as absolute humidity. The ratio of the pressure of *ater

vapor to the saturation pressure at a nlven temoerature

is called relative huml Uty. The maximum vapor pressure,

at a stated temperature, has been shown by Kegnnult

(delation 3es experiences rtemores de %* Acs temie t xx) to

iepon 1 only upon tie teipcrsture.

The methods for fin Una the humility ore arranged Into

five classes (1) depen ling upon finding the dew noint;

Instruments having been leveloped by Alluard, Pinos,

hegnault, Daniel, Crova and others; (2) depending upon

lower ins? the temoerature of a wet bulb thermometer Am to

evaporation; a number of cornierdally no le Ins truien tn

titllUI use 3; (3) in which the actual mass of voter vnDor

In a s?iven volume of air is measured; (4) depending on the

change of pressure of the air when the water vapor is re-

moved by absorption ani (5) iepenilnpe upon the use of

hygroscopic substances such as hair, horn, etc.

This research Is limited to the stuly of those Instru-

ments generally used in research r*nd In laboratory experi-

ments, and consists of the following classes and their

instruments: Class one, an Alluard dew oolnt; class two,

a Sling psychroneter , a Lloyd's hy^rodeik with a computer

and a wet ani dry bulb hygrometer referred to as the Tycos

hygrometer, all made by the Tycos Company; and the Kxhaust



Psychrometer; class three, the classical chemical appa-

ratus; and ciaaa four a precision hydrometer and a record-

ing hygrometer, or hygrograph, both contain Inn ht Ira.

THEORY OP OPERATION

fhe dew point is that temperature at which the air

would be saturated with the water vapor present In It. The

pressure at the dew point can be sec ired from vapor tension

tables and the relative humility calculated. I'hla method

Is not accurate In moving air. In still air the layer

which la In contact with the metallic surface is In equi-

librium; in a breeze the constant renewal of the sir near

the surface prevents Its attaining the dew point until a

lower temperature la reached.

The rea Un^a of a dew point apparatus are effected

by the water vapor given off m the breath of the operator.

Less than five grans of water are required to saturate a

cubic meter of air at zero centigrade. The average human

being gives off 63 grams of water vapor per minute in

repose; therefore, the presence of the operator is ai-nyB a

disturbing ele nent in humlUty determinations.

The air In contact with a tnin metallic surface may be
cooled to the dew point by ice -tew, fit;1or or Qthrr
substance. It is assumed that the air within Is at the ssme



temperat are as that wnich I urrounds the instrument. The

average of the temperature at which the film aopears, an*

the temperature at which it disappears, la used as the dew

point te nperature.

i'-ie was ire lent of humility by the wet and dry bulb

depends upon the relation between the saturation of the

air and the evaporation of water. The difference between

the Jew point and tne wet bulb reading bnurs a constant

ratio to the difference in reading between the tko ther-

mometers, provided the dry bulb temperature renins

constant.

Tne formula developed for this relationship is riven

below where is trie vapor pressure at dew point, P2 tne

vapor pressure at tne wet bulb tomperature , t^ and t2 the

temperatures of the dry and the wet thermometers re-

spectively, B tne barometric reading and A a constant de-

pending upon tne construction and ooeration of the instru-

ment.

pl = P2 - A H (t
x

- t2 ) I

Tne constants, A and u, have been evaluated for certain

con lit ions and tables made giving the relative humidity.



Certain substances, lue to their elongation when ex-

posed to moisture, can be used to f»ive the relative

humility. Hunwn hair, one of the most sensitive, elontrates

3/128 of its length in saturated air. Recorllng hydrometers

are nade up from bundles of hairs. Regnault (An de chemie

et de Physique 3C torn X V, P 141, 1345.) has shown that

such Instruments not only vary with each other, but that

they are not self consistent.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

Defore a comparison between any two methods could be

made, sow method to be used as a standard h«d to be chosen.

The chemical method, since it is the accepted standard, was

first considered. Several determinations of the absolute

humility were made using the approved procedure, with the

exception that the aspirator temperature varied half a

degree over the hour and a half in which the experiment was

conducted. The smallest error found in any determination,

calculated from the Smithsonian tables, was 4.2£. Hecause

it was Impossible to reduce this error, with the apparatus

at hand, ani because the author felt this to be a research

problem in itself, a secondary standard "as chosen.

Because of its acceptance by the United States leather

Bureau, the Sllne? Psychrometer, with the manipulation

recommended by the bureau, whs adopted. A wind velocity of
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10 feet per second at which the greatest depression of the

wet bulb occurs, was a lopted. At this velocity the constant

I (equation I) Is Identical for all sIzps and shapes of

o
thermometer >>ulhs. *tom time of exnosure of the wet Mill

wick to the wind varies with the wind velocity. Preliminary

determinations snowed a comparatively steady reading of the

wet thermometer at the end of three minutes after the wick

*as wet with ilstllle 3 wHtor at room temperature. Determi-

nations showed no appreciable ilfference in rea llntcs when

the standard was swung, an! when wind of 10 feet per second

as measured by an anemometer was blown past It f r'om a fan.

This last procedure was used for all comparisons, except

the AlViard dew point apparatus.

All thermometers were calibrated and corrections

aoplled to readings. Standard nicies were used on all wet

bulb thermometers.

In comparing the hysrodeltc with the standard, three

different procedures were use i. The first was to swing the

hygrolelk aently from the arm for three minutes and then

read. Sample readings from experiments hy this method are

given In table 1.

In the second procedure the hy^rodelk was read In still

air, being protected from any wind by a screen, the

anemometer giving no reading. Sample data are nlven In

table 2.



Sample ~-ata for Sling an! Hygrorteik

Table 1

Hygrodelk swung from arm.

Sling Hygro'leik
-ry
Temp. Tg*ro.

J>ry • rt
Tgmp.

F. R .11.

ST O ISA oO .u Oo.o fcU . f

34.2 57.5 15.8 83.0 59.1 21.3

84.0 57.9 16.8 82.7 59.7 23.3

35.9 57.3 16.7 32.7 60.0 24.1

83.5 57.5 16.5 32.0 60.1 25.0

83.5 57.4 16.3 82.0 59.5 23.8

83.3 57.4 16.6 32.0 59.5 23.8

83.1 57.7 17.9 32.0 59.7 24.2

83.3 53.4 19.5 32.0 59.2 23.2

83.1 57.7 17.9 82.1 59.1 24.9

Average - 16.6 AversRe - 23.4
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Sample Tteta for Sllnp and Uyi^roioilc

fable 2

Hygrodeik in still air.

SIin* Bmwktett
"v t

Temp.
°F.

Tgmp. R.H. I'gmp. Temp.
?.

R.H.

84.5 60.3 21.2 81.6 52.8 34.2

83.8 60.6 24.3 81.9 62.6 33.0

84.3 61.3 24.5 82.2 63.1 33.8

84.5 61.1 24.0 82.2 63.1 33.8

84.7 61.2 23.8 82.9 63.2 32.3

85.2 61.6 24.4 83.6 64.2 33.6

85.4 61.6 24.1 83.4 64.2 34.1

85.6 61.8 24.2 83.6 64.2 33.5

86.0 62.0 24.0 83.8 64.2 33.1

86.1 62.1 24.1 83.9 65.0 35.2

86.3 62.3 24.1 84.1 64.5 33.2

Average - 24.1 Average - 33.5
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Finding these results too high, the author pine*"? the

hygrodelk In the sane wind as tne standard. Due to the

rapid evaporation, It w«s found necessary to wet the wick

each time, three minutes before rending. iivery care wbs

taken to make this procedure Identical with the standard.

Table 3 3hows sample readings.

The hygrodelk contains a 3elf computer tey which the

relative humility can he estimated. Table 8 calves mean

results for all three procedures.

The second and third procedures for the hygrodelk were

also used on the seoond wet and dry hygrometer, which does

not nave a aelf computer, ^mple results for still air are

given In table 4. Table 5 gives the sample results when

read In air moving 10 feet per second. Table 9 fives the

per cent of disagreement between this Instrument, using

these methola, and the standard.

The exhaust psychromster , used primarily in entomology

to neasure tho huml Hty In Insect cages, employs the wet

and Iry bulb principle. The air from the cape Is drawn

through a rabber tube past the thermometers and passed back

Into the cage, by means of a fan turned by a crank and rear

train. Hie average wind velocity Is 400 feet per minute,

or 7.6 feet per second. Sample data are Riven In table 6

and tne per cent of error In table 10.

A comparison between tne Alluard lew point and the
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Sample Data for Sling an J Hy^rodeik

Table 3

aygrodelk in wind of 10 ft./sec

SI In* Hyc-roielk
wry
t

8J
.p.

UK, U.
75.9 60.3 42.2 75.8 61.1 42.7

75.7 60.0 41.7 75.3 61.1 43.7

75.7 60.0 41.7 75.1 61.0 43.8

76.1 60.0 40.4 75.0 61.1 44.4

75.9 60.0 41.3 75.1 61.1 44.1

75.7 60.1 42.0 74.3 61.2 45.4

76.1 60.2 40.8 75.2 61.1 43.9

76.0 59.9 40.4 74.5 61.1 46.3

75.7 58.8 40.9 74.5 61.3 46.9

75.6 59.7 40.8 74.1 61.0 46.8

Average - 41.2 Average - 44.8



Sa<nple Data for SUnp; and 14aaon Hycrro-neter

Table 4

-la son ij i-o-net.-r In stlil air.

Sling to son .y roaster
w

% tula

T)rv
s y

o,,
i ^..Ti.

74.6 64.2 57.0 73.2 66.0 68.4

74.4 6.5.7 55.6 72.8 64.8 65.0

74.1 63.8 56.9 73.0 65.0 65.0

74.3 63.3 54.3 73.0 64.6 63.4

74.0 64.2 58.4 73.4 65.3 65.0

74.3 63.9 56.7 73.2 65.3 65.6

74.1 63.8 56.9 73.4 65.4 65.3

73.5 64.5 63.5* 73.4 66.2 68.6

74.1 63.7 56.8 73.2 65.4 66.0

73.9 63.7 57.8 73.4 65.3 65.0

Average - 56.7 Average - 65.7

» ilscarded.
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Sample -ata for Sling ani 'daapn Hydrometer

i'able 5

Jason HysroTeter In *ind 10 ft./sec.

filing Hydrometer

5?
ll

8?!' K,H.

Dry *"et

p u

75.9 61.0 42.2 75.1 60.9 43.5

75.7 60.7 41.7 74.4 60.5 44.3

75.7 60.7 41.7 74.9 60.9 44.0

76.1 60.7 40.4 75.3 61.2 44.0

75.9 60.7 41.3 75.3 60.9 43.1

75.7 60.3 42.0 74.5 60.9 44.9

76.1 60.8 40.3 75.0 60.9 43.7

76.0 60.6 40.4 74.6 60.6 44.0

75.7 60.5 40.9 74.6 60.7 44.0

75.6 60.4 40.3 74.4 60.6 44.2

Average - 41.2 Avcrr.'-e - 44.0



Sample Lata for i-ilng and Exhaust Paychro^eter

Table 6

Exhaust Paychro-neter.

Hxhauat Paychro-neter
i>ry et% h.H.

t)ry

°C.

-
i t

Temp.
°c. h.ii.

70.7 63.1 65.7 21.5 17.4 67.1

70.8 63.0 65.6 21.1 17.2 67.9

72.4 63.2 59.8 21.8 18.5 73.4

72.3 62.5 57.3 21.4 17.9 71.4

72.3 63.3 60.5 21.6 18.4 73.9

71.7 63.1 61.6 21.6 17.4 66.2

72.4 63.8 62.2 21.8 17.7 67.0

73.0 63.7 60.8 21.9 18.1 69.5

73.1 64.2 61.4 22.1 18.9 74.5

72.3 64.7 66.0 21.9 19.3 78.7*

Average - 62.1 Average - 71.0

* 4 laoar led.



staniard la *iven In table 11. Commercial ether w^s used

to cool the air. The standard whs swung by hand and cure

was taken to keep the sir stationary near the Ailuard

apparatus. Because of the difficulty of seeing the film

when It first appeared, the telescope ^netnod woe abandoned

and a pappr nas5c worn over the face was used, the ther-

mometers being read close up. Sample data are rciven In

table 7.

The two Instruments containing hairs were set with the

ataniari and read dally. The readings and iovlrtions for

each are given in tables 12 and 13.

Conclualona from Results

Conclusions from the ^tkta for the nilng and Rygrodelk

Table 8

liygroleik

17* rel. humidity res da 41.0^ hi«h, slung from arm

24 o

44*

57*

2o*

41*

62*

38. 6% " In still air

13.7* • m m m

9.4* B wind at 10 ft. per aec,

^.7 i
" n * it n

* * * n n n it
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Sa-rtple Brit* for SI Inn Alluard

Table 7

Alluard

Sling Allunrd

Tg*p.
li.H.

ret

H.H.

76.6 dl.l 40.6 24.4 12.1 56.8

75.3 60.3 41.2 23.9 9.8 52.0

74.5 60.0 42.3 23.7 10.2 53.6

73.8 60.0 44.4 23.5 9.2 51.3

73.9 60.2 44.

a

23.6 9.0 50.7

75.0 60.5 43.0 23.9 9.6 51.7

75.4 60.6 12.0 24.0 13.5

75.5 60.6 41.3 24.0 9.4 50.7

75.5 60.6 41.8 24.3 11.4 55.1

75.2 60. J 42.4 23.9 8.5 49.0

• HiliHil.



The hygrodeik operating In a wind of 10 feet per second

Agrees with the standard Inside of OTjiai1—ltal error In

the region of 62* relative humidity. Hence the tljftl MjtgQj

Is reliable for this region when in a wind of 10 feet per

second. The hygrodeik reads approximately 9°* high in the

regions of 26$ and 41$ of relative humidity which is 5%

greater than the difference between any reading and the

mean of the same set of ten.

^hen the hygrodelk is used in still air, as the rela-

tive humility changes from 24$ to 57<, the error changes

from 38.6# to 13.7%. Therefore, In this region the error

of the hygroielk varies inversely as the relative humidity.

It is obvious that In this region the hyirrodeik in still

air ioes not »Uve accurate readings.

In the region of 24% to 20$ relative humidity the error

was reiuced from 38.6^ to 9.4*£ when the position of the

hysrrodelk was changed from still air to one in a wind of

10 feet per second. In the region of 17< to 26% relative

humidity an error of 41*£, when swung from the arm, was re-

duced to 9% when In a wind of 10 feet per second.

The hygroielk, to give the minimum error, should be

operated In an air current of 10 feet per second which la

impossible without the assistance of a fan.

In the relative humility region fro-*i 17^ to 62^ the

self computing device gives results approxi mtely 2< higher



than those obtained from the table using the hygrodeik as a

simple wet and dry bulb hygrometer. This error Is less than

the difference between individual hygrodeik readings in s

set of 10 determinations.

The hygrodeik thermometers were mounted on a nllng

frame and manipulated in parallel with the standard. Compu-

tations from the readings taken showe J that the improvised

sling gave the sane percentage of error as that read from

the same thermometers on the hygrodeik frame. Therefore,

this error cannot be due to the proximity of the frame.

Conclusions from the Data for the Sling and Mason Hydrometer

Table 9

•foson Hydrometer

26% rel. humidity reads 11.63 high wind at 10 ft. per sec.

41?

6,3. "

21%

44* "

57* "

6.7$ " « » it n mm
• 25»

n « it it it it m

40.0* B when in still air

21.0$ " " " « •

15.8$ " M " •

In the region of 63# relative humidity the Mason

hygrometer, when operated in a wind of 10 feet per second,



agreed with the standard within experimental error.

In the region of 26% relative humidity thia instrument

reads 11.6* high which is 7.8* greater than the difference

between any reading for a set of ton determinations nnd

their mean. At 41* relative humidity the error was 6.7*

high Tfhioh la 6$ greater than the difference between any

reading for a set of ten determinations, and their mean*

This* indicates that In these regions there is a notable

error in the humidity ns found by the Meson hygroTOter

operated by this orocedure.

A« the relative humidity, as in Ucated by this instru-

ment increases fpSM 27.5$ to 57/» the e ,ror decreased from

401 to 15.83. This error bears an appr«oxl-T»te inverse retlo

to the relative humidity. It Is obvious that the relative

humility taken by this method <*ould have little value where

accuracy is desired.

'Shen placed in a wind of 10 feet oer qeco^d the error,

for still air, is reduced fr«om 40^ to 11.6^ in the region of

26* relative humility; tro<n 2ltf to 7* in the region of 41*

relative humility, and from 16* to a negligible quantity in

the region from 57* to 63* relative humidity. In general

the Msson hygroneter behavea lilce the hygrodeik In the

relative humidity regions atudied. This seems reasonable

since they are both wet and dry bulb devices.



Conclusions fron the Data for the Slln^ Bad Alluard

Table 10

Alluard

At 25.8* relative humidity reads 29.1* high

• 42.4$ a « a

30.0* " " " 14.4* "

In the regions sta iied, the Alluard has an error of

aboat foir tiroes the difference between any reading for a

set of ten deter-alnatlone and Its mean. This Instrument

tenia to become more nearly correot at the higher humidities

but tMe errors however are so large as to Invalidate this

method for scientific work.

Conclusions from the Data for the iillng an! I xhnust
Psyohrometer

fable 11

Exhaust Psyohrometer

At 2ft. 5^ relative humility reads 31.8* hl#i

• 43.0* * " " 26.0% "

w 62.0* -
" - 12.0** *



In the regions studied the error between the oxhmst

psychr-o meter and the standard ts about four times the

difference between any rending In a 8et of ten determinations

and its mean. These results Indicate that huml Htles given

by this Instrument may be In error from 12^ to 30«£, In the

relative humilities studied*

Conclusions from the Data for 5ling and Hair Hygrometer*

Table 12

Hair Hygrometer

11% - 41% rel. humility, ave. dew. 2.3 first 15 dnys

17* - 41% * * 1 " 1.0 15 to M lays

Table 13

Hair Hy^rograph

11% - 41% rel. humility, awe. dev. 0.8 first 15 -toys

17* - 41% " * " " 5.9 15 to 26 days

The two iialr hygrometers tested did not agree eaoh

aith the other. The hair hygrometer heoame more neorly

correct after the first ten lays while the error In the

hygrograph increased.



GEN7TOAL CONCUJSIONS

'fne wet an 3 dry bulo hydrometers, the hynrodcik nnd

the Mason hygrometer, cheok with the Sling as standard only

in a wind velocity of 10 feet per second In a relative

humidity region of 62<.

All other methods studied, the Alluard, the exhnnst

hydrometer and the hair hygrometer give results so much in

error that thoy are unsuitod for precision work. The wet

end Iry hilb hydrometers were found unsuited for precision

work in relative humidity regions below 62#.
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